
Logbook
Title:  Fuel on Fire

Objective:
• In this experiment I will be testing to see if a boat fuel additive ( STA-BIL 22294 Fuel
Stabilizer, 4 FL oz.) mixed with 87 octane gasoline impacts how fast the fuel burns on the
water’s surface or if the fuel alone burns faster.

Statement of the Problem:
● The purpose of this experiment is to see if a boat fuel additive ( STA-BIL 22294 Fuel

Stabilizer, 4 FL oz.) mixed with 87 octane gasoline impacts how fast the fuel burns on
the water’s surface or if the fuel alone burns faster. I became interested in this
experiment when I realized how much gas spills affect the health of the sea creatures
living in the Earth's waterways. The information from this experiment will help to
determine if an additive affects the burning speed of gasoline and what should be in fuel
to be able to burn the gas off quickly in case of a spill (Virginia Department of Health,
2021). If I were to do this experiment again I would test to see how much of the gasoline
and gasoline mixed with an additive was left in the water after burning each liquid. I
would do this because after I burned the fuel I wondered if all of the fuel residue was
really out of the water. By testing the water after each trial of burning both fuel and fuel
mixture I could figure out how effective burning gasoline off water really is in cleaning up
spills. I could also determine what other harmful substances, if any, are left behind after
burning off the fuel.

Hypothesis:
Research states that gasoline “tends to float on top of the water and affects those plants or
animals that spend their time on or at the surface” (California Department of Fish and Wildlife,
2015, para. 6). This is especially harmful to marine life that lives at the surface of the water,
“such as amphibian eggs that float near the surface” (California Department of Fish and
Wildlife, 2015, para. 6). To minimize the harmful effects of gasoline at the surface of water, I
hypothesize that fuel additives will help the fuel burn quickly and decrease the amount of
damage done to the marine environment.

● https://nrm.dfg.ca.gov/FileHandler.ashx?DocumentID=93044
● https://www.nrdc.org/stories/ocean-pollution-dirty-facts
● https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/environmental-health/public-health-toxicology/gasoline/
● https://www.sportfishingmag.com/fuel-additives-how-they-protect-gas-in-your-tank/
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nL10C7FSbE&t=854s
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWL7p0Pnb8Y&list=RDCMUC2Cd9kKYXFakV7ChvU

_rjKw&index=3
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yeemc0Ufl8U
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5RsB3g-xak
● https://water.mecc.edu/courses/ENV295/lesson20_2b.htm#:~:text=The%20density%20o

https://nrm.dfg.ca.gov/FileHandler.ashx?DocumentID=93044
https://www.nrdc.org/stories/ocean-pollution-dirty-facts
https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/environmental-health/public-health-toxicology/gasoline/
https://www.sportfishingmag.com/fuel-additives-how-they-protect-gas-in-your-tank/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nL10C7FSbE&t=854s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWL7p0Pnb8Y&list=RDCMUC2Cd9kKYXFakV7ChvU_rjKw&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWL7p0Pnb8Y&list=RDCMUC2Cd9kKYXFakV7ChvU_rjKw&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yeemc0Ufl8U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5RsB3g-xak
https://water.mecc.edu/courses/ENV295/lesson20_2b.htm#:~:text=The%20density%20of%20gasoline%20is,the%20top%20of%20the%20water


f%20gasoline%20is,the%20 top%20of%20the%20water.

Materials:

● 1 - 87 octane refined gasoline, ¼ of a gallon
● 1 - STA-BIL 22294 Fuel Stabilizer, 4 FL oz (this is the fuel additive)
● 2 - Rienar White disposable plastic eye dropper set transfer graduated pipettes, 3mL
● 2 - YunTuo safety goggles
● 2 - coveralls
● 2 - Lanon Nitrile Chemical Resistant Gloves, X-large and large
● 4 -  Pyrex Griffin Borosilicate Glass beaker, 600mL
● 1- mask
● 1 - Lighter
● 1 - Young4us Glass Stirring rod, 12in long and 5 mm diameter
● 1 - MyChron Didax timer/stopwatch
● 1 - Logbook
● 1800mL of Freshwater
● 2 - Omorfieer elastic edge mesh disposable invisible hair net, 30in.
● 1 - assistant (aka Dad)
● 1 - iphone 11 camera
● 1- chromebook ( to access my logbook and google sheets to add my data in charts and

graphs)

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Dependent- the burning speed/ the time burned
● Independent- adding the additive
● Control- 87 octane gasoline with no additive

Procedure:
1. Prepare your materials
2. Put on all of the PPE, safety goggles, coveralls, gloves,and  hairnets.
3. Label all beakers for correct liquid in each beaker. Label one beaker with a n - no

additive, and the other with a w- with additive, label the two empty beakers this way to
(n- no additive and w- with additive)

4. Fill 2 glass beakers with water that takes up ¾ (450mL) of the glass.
5. In the empty beaker labeled w- with additive mix the correct amount of STA-BIL 22294

Fuel Stabilizer (from now on this will be called fuel additive) and gasoline together using
a stirring rod.  Make sure to put the right amount of additive into the gasoline to replicate
the amount of additive per gallon. Use the back of the bottle to determine how much
additive is needed for the amount of gasoline used. The amount of additive used in this
experiment per amount of gasoline content 30ml additive for 4.7L of gasoline,( 1.6ml
additive for 250ml of gasoline), ( 125ml gas,.8 ml of additive for mixed)

https://water.mecc.edu/courses/ENV295/lesson20_2b.htm#:~:text=The%20density%20of%20gasoline%20is,the%20top%20of%20the%20water


6. Pour 87 octane gasoline into the empty beaker labeled n- no additive.
7. Use a pipette to place three 3mL drops of gasoline on the water’s surface of the other

beaker labeled n - no additive that is filled ¾ with water. DO NOT USE THE SAME
PIPETTE FOR DIFFERENT LIQUIDS!

8. After the fuel has been placed on the water, use the lighter to light the gasoline on the
water’s surface.

9. As soon as the fuel catches on fire, have your assistant start the stopwatch.
10. When the 87 octane gasoline without an additive has burned off, stop the timer and

record the time on the chart in your logbook.
11. Repeat steps 15 times to get a valid sample size.
12. When finished with the 87 octane gasoline move on to the gasoline with fuel additive.
13. Then use a pipette to put the precise amount of gasoline mixed with boat fuel additive on

the surface of water in the beaker labeled w - with additive. (Use three 3mL drops from
the pipette) DO NOT USE THE SAME PIPETTE FOR DIFFERENT LIQUIDS!

14. Once the gasoline additive is put on the surface of the water, light the gasoline and tell
your assistant to start the timer.

15. When the flame goes out tell your assistant to take the time and record the time on the
chart in your logbook.

16. Repeat steps 15 times to get a valid sample size for each liquid.

Results:

● The results of this experiment showed that after averaging my 15 trials per liquid, the
gasoline with boat fuel with additive content burned the fastest at an average speed of
47.61066667 seconds (47.61 sec.) . The gasoline without additive content burned the
slowest at an average speed of 57.18933333 seconds (57.19 sec.). In conclusion, my
results stated that the gasoline with an additive burned the fastest ( 47.61 sec. or
47.61066667 sec.),and the gasoline without additive burned the slowest (57.19 sec. or
57. sec.).



Time the flame burned out

Trials
1-15

Gasoline, Time
in Seconds

Gasoline with Additive, Time
in Seconds

1 72.29 69.90

2 64.52 43.77

3 55.52 48.56

4 62.02 42.27

5 55.18 48.92

6 46.90 43.14

7 51.06 34.34

8 58.79 52.18

9 55.22 53.85

10 67.41 44.31

11 59.16 48.41

12 55.54 50.27

13 54.59 43.56

14 42.85 45.59

15 56.79 45.09

AVG
(sec.)

57.18933333
57.19

47.61066667
47.61

This Chart shows the comparison of how fast the different liquids burned (STA-BIL
22294 Fuel Stabilizer, and 87 octane gasoline) over the course of 15 trials and an average of
the times per trial, per liquid. The time used to measure the burning speed was seconds.



This Graph shows the comparison of how fast the different liquids burned (STA-BIL 22294 Fuel
Stabilizer, and 87 octane gasoline) over the course of 15 trials. The time used to measure the
burning speed was seconds. The x axis represents both of the liquids, during each trial (15).
The y axis represents the time each liquid (gasoline and gasoline with additive) took to burn
during each trial (1-15). Including the averages of all 15 trials of both liquids ( gasoline and
gasoline with additive).

Conclusion:

1. In this experiment my objective was to test to see if a boat fuel additive (STA-BIL
22294 Fuel Stabilizer, 4 FL oz.) mixed with 87 octane gasoline impacts how fast it
burns on the water’s surface or if fuel alone burns faster. I would burn the 87 octane

gasoline and time the burning speed for 15 trials. I would do the same to the
gasoline with an additive for 15 trials.



2. I hypothesized that adding boat fuel additive to gasoline would increase the
burning speed and would  minimize the harmful effects of gasoline at the surface of
water.  My hypothesis is based on research stating that gasoline “tends to float on
top of the water and affects those plants or animals that spend their time on or at the
surface” (California Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2015, para 6). My hypothesis
was supported because I said that adding boat fuel additive to gasoline would
decrease the harmful effect of gasoline spills on marine environments by causing the
fuel to burn off more quickly.

3. The results of this experiment showed that after averaging my 15 trials per liquid,
the gasoline with boat fuel additive content burned the fastest at an average speed
of 47.61066667 seconds (47.61 sec.) . The gasoline without additive content burned
the slowest at an average speed of 57.18933333 seconds (57.19 sec.). In
conclusion, this information indicates  that the gasoline mixture with gasoline content
burned the fastest ( 47.61 sec. or 47.61066667 sec.) and the gasoline without
additive content burned the slowest (57.19 sec. or 57.18933333 sec.).

4. The reason that this experiment interested me was because I am a huge
conservationist. This experiment will help other people to enjoy water activities as
well as protecting the animals in it. In this experiment, I learned that putting an
additive in your fuel can help fuel burn off faster in spills. Another thing I learned from
this experiment was that fuel additives help keep your fuel fresh while in your boat’s
tank (Hendricks, Jim, 2019, Second picture caption). Lastly, I learned that gasoline is
less dense than water, so gasoline will float on the surface of water, affecting
“...those plants or animals that spend their time on or at the surface” (California
Department of Fish and Wildlife, 2015, para. 6).

5. If I were to do this experiment again I would test to see how much of the gasoline
and gasoline mixed with additive was left in the water after burning each liquid. I
would do this because after I burned the fuel I wondered if all of the fuel residue was
really out of the water. By testing the water after each trial of burning the fuel and
fuel with additive I could figure out how effective burning gasoline off water really is
in cleaning up spills. I could also determine what other harmful substances, if any,
are left behind after burning off the fuel.



Pictures: Additional photographs or drawings:

Figure 1: Experiment Setup:

The first beaker on the left is the 87 octane gasoline holder with a pipette
in it, the first beaker on the right is the mixed gasoline holder with the fuel
additive and pipette in it. The two beakers by the wall are the beakers of water.
The beaker on the left is for the 87 octane gasoline and the beaker on the right is
the beaker for the mixed gasoline. In the middle is gloves and the lighter.



Figure 2 :The way both liquids looked when they burned



Figure 3:The STA-BIL 22294 Fuel Stabilizer, 4 FL oz. bottle Front

Figure 4: The STA-BIL 22294 Fuel Stabilizer, 4 FL oz. bottle Back


